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INVERSE CREEP OF INFINITE HEREDITARILYELASTOPLASTIC PLATE WITH HOLE AFTERINSTANTANEOUS REMOVAL OF INTERNALPRESSUREAbstractIn this paper we de�ne the stress, deformation, and displacement (includ-ing residual) components which have in�nite hereditarily elastoplastic plate withcircular hole after instantaneous removal of uniform pressure applied along thecontour of the given hole under the general conditions that loading and instanta-neous unloading processes are described by the Volterra type nonlinear relationsof second kind.The in�nite plate with circular hole of radius a is under uniform pressure p (t)applied to the contour of the given hole. Let the plate have �eld of the temper-ature T homogeneous and independent of time t. The material of plate is closeto mechanically incompressible one and its properties are described by the rela-tions of hereditary elastoplasticity. These relations at loading from the natural state(at the �rst loading) coincide with the known physical nonlinear relations of theV.V.Moskvitin [1] hereditary elasticity
2G0e(1)ij = f (1) ��(1)+ �S(1)ij + tZ

0 � (t� �) f (1) ��(1)+ �S(1)ij (�) d�; (1)
�(1) = 3�T: (2)Here the upper index denotes the number of loading. Besides, it is denoted in (1)and (2): G0 is instantaneous modulus of elasticity; eij = "ij � "�ij is strain deviator"ij ; "ij = "ij�ij=3 is mean deformation; �ij is a Kronecker symbol; � = 3" is relativevolume change; � is a coe�cient of linear thermal expansion; sij = �ij���ij is stressdeviator �ij ; � = �ij�ij=3 is mean stress; �+ = �32sijsij�1=2 is stress intensity; � (t) isa hereditary function { creeping kernel; f (�+) is a function of physical nonlinearity.Note that in enumeration of the denoted quantities the upper indices are omitted.Suppose that the known assumptions which are taken in analysis of plates withinelasticity, remains valid in the case of plate from hereditarily elastoplastic material.Hence, we can conclude that the plane axisymmetric stressed state is realized in theconsidered plate.We use the cylindrical coordinate system (r; '; z). At that we have

�(1)zz = �(1)z = 0; �(1)rz = 0; �(1)r' = 0; �(1)'z = 0; �(1)rr = �(1)r 6= 0;
�(1)'' = �(1)' 6= 0; "(1)r' = 0; "(1)rz = 0; "(1)'z = 0; "(1)rr = "(1)r 6= 0;"(1)'' = "(1)' 6= 0; "(1)zz = "(1)z 6= 0:

In our problem "(1) = 13�(1) = 13 �"(1)r + "(1)' + "(1)z � = �T ;�(1) = 13 ��(1)r + �(1)' �.For the stress intensity �+ we have
�(1)+ = ��(1)2r � �(1)r �(1)' + �(1)2' �1=2 : (3)
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The following relations also hold

e(1)r = "(1)r � �T ; e(1)' = "(1)' � �T ; "(1)z = "(1)z � �T ;
s(1)r = 13 �2�(1)r � �(1)' � ; s' = 13 �2�(1)' � �(1)r � ; sz = �13 ��(1)r + �(1)' � :

The following equations follow from (1) subject to the last relations
2G0 �"(1)' � "(1)r � = f (1) ��(1)+ ���(1)' � �(1)r �+

+ tR0� (t� �) f (1) ��(1)+ ���(1)' � �(1)r � d�; (4)

6G0 �"(1)' � "(1)r � 2�T� = f (1) ��(1)+ ���(1)' + �(1)r �+
+ tR0� (t� �) f (1) ��(1)+ ���(1)' + �(1)r � d�; (5)

where �(1)+ is expressed by formula (3).For de�ning the unknown components at the �rst loading we add the followingmissing relations to (4) and (5)
"(1)r + "(1)' + "(1)z = 3�T (6)
@�(1)r@r + �(1)r � �(1)'r = 0 (7)
@"(1)'@r + "(1)' � "(1)rr = 0 (8)

�(1)r ���r=a = �p (t) ; �(1)r ���r!1 ! 0: (9)
In the paper [2] we obtained the approximated analytic solution of problem (4)-(9) under the condition f (1) ��(1)+ � = 1 + A1 ��(1)+ �1 , where A1 and 1 are theknown coe�cients which can be de�ned from experiments. We write this solution

�(1)r � ��ar�2 p (t)� A131+1=2 �ar�24 (1 + 1)
�1� �ar�21

� p1+1 (t) (10)
�(1)' � �ar�2 p (t) + A131+1=2 �ar�24 (1 + 1)

�1� (1 + 21)�ar�21
� p1+1 (t) (11)

"(1)r � �T � 12G0
�ar�2 p� � 12G0

�ar�2 A131=24 (1 + 1)
�3� 21 �ar�21

� �p1+1�� (12)
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"(1)' � �T + 12G0
�ar�2 p� + 12G0

�ar�2 A131=24 (1 + 1)
�3 + �ar�21

� �p1+1�� (13)
"(1)z � �T � A131=2 (1 + 21)8G0 (1 + 1)

�ar�2(1+1) �p1+1�� : (14)
Here

p� = p (t) + tZ
0 � (t� �) p (�) d� ; �p1+1�� = p1+1 (t) + tZ

0 � (t� �) p1+1 (�) d�:
Let at time t = t1 the pressure in plate is instantaneously removed.In this case there occurs loading -phenomenon of inverse creeping at the pointsof plate. Let the plate have the stresses �(2)r (r; t) ; �(2)' (r; t), deformations "(2)r (r; t) ;"(2)' (r; t) ; "(2)z (r; t) at times t > t1. Let us de�ne these stress and deformationcomponents. Following V.V.Moskvitin [1] we introduce the di�erences
��r (x; t) = �(1)r (x; t)� �(2)r (x; t) ; ��' (x; t) = �(1)' (x; t)� �(2)' (x; t) ;
"�r (x; t) = "(1)r (x; t)� "(2)r (x; t) ; "�' (x; t) = "(1)' (x; t)� "(2)' (x; t) ;

"�z (x; t) = "(1)z (x; t)� "(2)z (x; t) ;
(15)

where t > t1. Here �(1)r (x; t) ; �(1)' (x; t) ; "(1)r (x; t) ; "(1)' (x; t) ; "(1)z (x; t) are deter-mined as stress and deformation components which should arise in the consideredplate at initial stress by the pressure p (t) monotonically changing on the segment0 � t � t1 and remaining unchangeable and equal to p (t1) for t < t1.Suppose that the unloading processes are also described by V.V.Moskvitin'snonlinear relations [1]. In this case the equations analogous to (4) and (5) will be inthe following form
2G0 ("'� � "r�) = f� (�+�) (�'� � �r�)+

+t�R0� (t� � �) f� (�+� (�)) (�'� (�)� �r� (�)) d� (16)
6G0 ("'� � "r�) = f� (�+�) (�'� + �r�)+

+t�R0� (t� � �) f� (�+� (�)) (�'� (�)� �r� (�)) d� (17)
Here t� = t� t1 besides"r� = "r� (r; t�) = "�r (r; t1 + t�) = "�r (r; t)::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::�r� = �r� (r; t�) = ��r (r; t1 + t�) = ��r (r; t)
�+� = �+� (r; t�) = ��+ (r; t1 + t�) = ��+ (r; t) = ���2r � ��r��' + ��2' �1=2 :

(18)
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We add the following missing relations to (16),(17)

"r� + "'� + "z� = 0 (19)
@�r�@r + �r� � �'�r = 0 (20)
@"'�@r + "'� � "r�r = 0 (21)

�r�jr=a = �p (t1)H (t�) ; �r�jr!1 ! 0 (22)
where H (t�) is a Heaviside unit function H (t�) = � 0; t� < 01; t� � 0 .Now for de�niteness we take the function f� (�+�) in the form f� (�+�) = 1 +A� (�+�)� , whereA� and � are constants of material. By theorem on V.V.Moskvitin'svariable loading [1], comparing relations (16),(17),(19)-(22) with corresponding re-lations (4)-(9) allowing for (18) we de�ne

��r � ��ar�2 p (t1)� A�31++=2 �ar�24 (1 + �)
�1� �ar�2�

� p1+� (t1) (23)
��' � �ar�2 p (t1) + A�31+�=2 �ar�24 (1 + �)

�1� (1 + 2�)�ar�2�
� p1+� (t1) (24)

"�r � � 12G0
�ar�2 p (t1) J (t�)(1 + A�3�=24 (1 + �)

�3� 2� �ar�2�
� p� (t1)) (25)

"�' � 12G0
�ar�2 p (t1) J (t�)(1 + A�3�=24 (1 + �)

�3 + �ar�2�
� p� (t1)) (26)

"�z � �A�3�=2 (1 + 2�)8G0 (1 + �)
�ar�2(1+�) p1+� (t1) J (t�) (27)

where J (t�) = 1 + t�R0� (�) d�.Now it is possible to determine on the basis of relations (15) the stress anddeformation components which hold in the considered plate in the case of its inversecreeping (after instantaneously removal of uniform pressure at time t = t1):
�(2)r � � �ar �2 p (t1)nA131+1=24(1+1) h1� �ar �21i p1 (t1) �

� A�31+�=24(1+�) h1� �ar �2�i p� (t1) o (28)
�(2)' � �ar�2 p (t1)nA131+1=24(1+1) h1� (1 + 21) �ar �21i p1 (t1) �

� A�31+�=24(1+�) h1� (1 + 2�) �ar �2�i p� (t1)o (29)
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"(2)r � �T � 12G0
�ar�2 p (t1)nJ (t)� J (t� t1) + A131=24(1+1) h3� 21 �ar �21i�

�p1 (t1) J (t)� A�3�=24(1+�) h3� 2� �ar �2�i p� (t1) J (t� t1)o (30)
"(2)' � �T + 12G0

�ar�2 p (t1)nJ (t)� J (t� t1) + A131=24(1+1) h3 + �ar �21i�
�p1 (t1) J (t)� A�3�=24(1+�) h3 + �ar �2�i p� (t1) J (t� t1)o (31)

"�z � �T � 12G0
�ar�2 p (t1)nA131=2(1+21)4(1+1) �ar �21 p1 (t1) J (t)�

�A�3�=2(1+2�)4(1+�) �ar �2� p� (t1) J (t� t1)o : (32)
Formulae (28)-(32) determine the stress and deformation components that theconsidered plate has at any t � t1, i.e., after instantaneous removal of pressure atthe moment t = t1.A unique component u(2) at t � t1 is determined by the formula u(2) = re(2)' ,where e(2)' is represented by formula (31). Note that as t ! 1 formulae (28)-(31)determine the residual stress and deformation. The residual stresses �0r and �0'are expressed by formulae (28) and (29), since these relations do not depend ont : �0r = �(2)r ; �0' = �(2)' . Let

J0 = 1 + 1Z
0 � (�) d�then limt!1 (J (t)� J (t� t1)) = 0.Subject to these relations from (30),(31) and (32) we obtain the expressions forresidual deformations "0r ; "0'; "0z

"0r � �T � 12G0
�ar�2 p (t1) J0 nA131=24(1+1) h3� 21 �ar �21i�

�p1 (t1)� A�3�=24(1+�) h3� 2� �ar �2�i p� (t1)o
(33)

"0' � �T + 12G0
�ar�2 p (t1) J0 nA131=24(1+1) h3 + �ar �21i�

�p1 (t1)� A�3�=24(1+�) h3 + �ar �2�i p� (t1)o
(34)

"0z � �T � 12G0
�ar�2 p (t1) J0 nA131=2(1+21)4(1+1) �ar �21 p1 (t1)�
�A�3�=2(1+2�)4(1+�) �ar �2� p� (t1)o : (35)
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The residual displacement u0 will be u0 = r"0', where "0' is determined by formula(34).Let us consider the cases "0z (a) and u0 (a) being of interest. From (35) at r = awe have

"0z (a) = �T � P (t1)2G0 J0 �A131=2 (1 + 21)4 (1 + 1) p1 (t1)� A�3�=2 (1 + 2�)4 (1 + �) p� (t1)� : (36)
Now by using (34) we de�ne u0 (a)
u0 (a) = a"0z (a) = a�T + aP (t1) J02G0

"A131=21 + 1 p1 (t1)� A�3�=21 + � p� (t1)# : (37)
For description of loading processes and instantaneous unloading of the consid-ered plate we used nonlinear relations above. If unloading process occurs by law ofphysical linear hereditary elasticity, then in obtained solutions (28)-(37) we shouldtake A� = 0.For some veri�cation of the obtained relations, we assume that the loading andinstantaneous unloading processes are described by the linear relations of hereditaryelasticity. Following the physical reasons in this case without solution of the corre-sponding problems we can con�rm that the residual stresses must be equal to zero:�0r = 0; �0' = 0, and the residual deformations must be equal to "0r = "0' = "0z = �T ,since the temperature unloading does not occur. We get these results by using for-mulae (28),(29),(33),(34),(35) if in these formulae we assume A1 = A� = 0 whichholds in the case of linear relations of hereditary elasticity.
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